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If m is 5 or 25 or 43, and n > 1, the set of all combinations of 3”m thinp three 
at a time can be partitioned into resolvable Steiner triple systems. 
The “complete 3-design” of order u is the set of all unordered triads (of 
distinct objects) that can be chosen from a given set V of u objects. “A 
l-design” is a subset of the 3-design which partitions the set Y; and “a 
2-design” is a subset (a Steiner triple system) with the property that any pair 
of objects is contained in one and only one triad of the 2-design. We must 
have u congruent to 3 modulo 6, this being the condition for l-designs and 
2-designs both to exist. “A double resolution” of the 3-design is a partition 
of it into v - 2 2-designs, each of which has again been partitioned into 
+(u - 1) l-designs. 
This problem has been solved, by a recursive method, for the case where v 
is a power of 3 [l]. Further study of this method has shown that it can be 
generalised. If we know that two problems (the double resolution problem, 
and the one discussed in the next paragraph) have been solved for order 3m, 
we can find a double resolution of the 3-design of any order 3*m. And, in the 
cases where m is 5, 25, 43, the two problems have in fact been solved. 
Let us say that a 2-design D is “transitive and resolvable” when 
(i) there is a group T of permutations of the objects of D which is 
sharply transitive, and under which the set of triads of D is invariant; 
(ii) D can be partitioned into l-designs (in a way which is not necessarily 
invariant under T>. 
For instance, in the projective space of dimension 3 and order 2, the lines 
make up a 2-design of order 15. We know, from Singer’s theorem about 
cyclic projective spaces, that this design has property (i): and we also know 
that it has property (ii), this being in fact the best-known solution of the 
fifteen-schoolgirls problem [4]. The l-designs are not invariant under the 
group, and the 2-design is not isomorphic to those which have been used 
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for a double resolution of the 3-design [2]; but neither of these facts is any 
hindrance to our argument. In general, it seems that this is a more difficult 
problem for orders 18r + 15 than 18r + 3. 
PROBLEM 1. Given a double resolution of the complete 3-design of order v; 
and given a 2-design of order v which is transitive and resolvable: to partition 
the complete 3-design of order 3v into l-designs. 
Construction. We take as our set the Cartesian product of a set V of v 
objects with a set F of three. To begin with, all we require of V is that its 
objects are ordered in a given way: for F we want a cyclic order, so let us say 
that F is GF(3). 
We have been given, on a set A of v objects, a double resolution of the 
complete 3-design into 2-designs I’,, and into l-designs yiyB , say. Let us take 
an arbitrary one-one mapping 4 of A onto V, and associate with any triad 
{p, u, T} of A the three triads 
Then, corresponding to each I’, , we have a system C, of triads on V x F, 
with the property that, for any two objects P and Q of V and any object i of 
F, (P, i) and (Q, i) come together in one and only one triad of C, . Each C, is 
partitioned into systems cm5 of triads, corresponding to l-designs 3/as ; and 
any caB is at once a l-design on V x F. 
The other part of our data is concerned again with a set of v objects. Let us 
identify this set with V in an arbitrary manner, taking no notice of the order 
on V, nor of the mapping 4. We can then say that there is a 2-design D on the 
set V, invariant under a group T of permutations which is sharply transitive 
on the objects, and that D can be partitioned into l-designs dA . 
With each permutation t in the group T we associate permutations st and 
rt of V x F, specified by 
St: (P, 0) - (P, 01, (P, 1) + w, 0, (P, 2) * VP, 2); 
rt: (P, 0) + (P, 01, (P, 1) --t (P, 0 (P, 2) + W, 2). 
We pick out from T the identity j and one other permutation k, say, and write 
U = T - {j, k}. 
Let z be the set of all triads of the form 
HP, (0, (P, l), (P9 211 (PE 0. 
Then z is a l-design on V x F, and so is the image of z under any permutation. 
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In particular, r,s+z is a l-design, z,, say, whenever (t, u) is an ordered pair of 
elements of T. 
Let dA be any one of the l-designs that partition D. Using the fixed order 
of the objects of V, we may turn each triad of dA into an ordered triad (PI, 
Pz , PJ. Taking the triads 
WI, i + l), (Pz, 9, (P3, 91, 
for each i in GF(3) and each triad of dA , we make up a l-design, fA1 say, on 
V x F: the image of fhl under any permutation st is again a l-design, & 
say. Triads 
and 
WI , 9, (Pz , i + 11, (P3, i>> 
{(PI , i>, (Pz, 9, (Pa , i + 1)) 
similarly give us 1-designsfAzt andf,,, . 
Finally, we repeat the last construction, adding 2 instead of 1 to i. That is, 
g,, is a l-design of triads 
{(PI , i + 21, (P2, 0, (P3 , 91, 
and so on, where PI, P2, Ps are in the tied order and make up a triad of d, . 
However, where fAlat was defined as s&, , we now define gAht as r,stg,, , 
for any t in T (and the chosen k in T). 
The required collection of l-designs is specified by 
The suffixes t and u range over T; h over (0, 1,2}; CY and /I as they did for the 
given double resolution, and X as for the given transitive and resolvable 
2-design. 
Proof. We have verified, as each element of ~9~ was defined, that it was a 
l-design on V x F. It remains to be proved that any triad formed from 
V x F will belong to just one set that is an element of 6, . 
First, any triad {(P, i), (Q, i), (R, i)} belongs to one of the l-designs c, 
(and to no other l-design in 83; for there is one yaa that includes the triad 
mapped on V’, Q, RI by 4. 
Secondly, any triad {(P, 0), (Q, l), (R, 2)} belongs to one of the l-designs 
zttl . Namely, in the sharply transitive group T, we Grd I as the permutation 
that takes P to Q, and u as the one that takes t2P to R. 
Thirdly, let us observe that v, the order of the group T, is necessarily odd, 
and that t --t t-2 must therefore be a one-one mapping of T onto T. Consider, 
then, a triad ((P, 2), (Q, 2), (R, 0)}, and let S be the third point which makes 
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up with P and Q a triad of the 2-design D. Then there is a unique t of T such 
that t-2 takes S to R; denote t-pP by P’, t-2Q by Q’, and R by S’. Since D is 
invariant under T, we have {P’, Q’, S’} as a triad of D, and so also of some dA . 
We thus arrive at a definite l-design fAht to which the given triad belongs, h 
being determined by the position of S’ relative to P’ and Q’ in the fixed order 
(for the objects of V). Likewise for {(P, 0), (Q, 0), (R, I)), except that t has 
the property of taking S to R; P’ is P, Q’ is Q, and s’ is S. Likewise again for 
{(P, l), (Q, l), (R, 2)}, with t taking S to R; P’ is t-lP, Q’ is t-IQ, S’ is t-?S. 
Finally, given a triad {(P, i), (Q, i), (R, i + 2)), we first transform it by 
r;‘, and then carry out a similar construction to the last one; this gives us a 
definite gAfit to which the given triad belongs. So the complete 3-design of 
triads on V x F has been partitioned into l-designs, which was required to be 
done. 
PROBLEM 2. Given the set 6“I of l-designs which was constructed irt 
Problem 1: to partition the triads on V x F into 2-designs, each of which ti 
the union of some subset of cZl . 
Construction. Let us begin by writing 
Ft = =tj u u Uhht (t E T), 
A h 
Gt = =t.t u u u gAht (t E T). 
A h 
Then, we have v - 2 sets C, of triads, and we know that each C, is a union 
of l-designs c,, . We set up an arbitrary one-one correspondence between 
{C,} and the set U of v - 2 permutations; and we re-label as C,, the C, that 
corresponds to each u of U. This will enable us to write 
The required collection of 2-designs is specified by 
82 = {Ft} u {G,} u {Hu}. 
Proof. Each element of 8, has been constructed as the union of some 
subset of &I . We can also see that each element of &I is contained in just one 
element of 8, ; and this means that g2, like gI, partitions the complete 
Sdesign. It remains to be proved that the elements of 8, are in fact 2-designs 
-that any distinct pair is contained in just one triad from each Ft , one from 
each Gt , and one from each H,, . 
First, for a given pair {(P, i), (Q, i)} and a given t of T, let ((P’, i), (Q’, i)) 
be the image of ((P, i), (Q, i)} under s;‘. Then P’ and Q’ are in one triad 
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(P’, Qr, R’} of the 2design D, and this triad is in one of the l-designs dA . 
Choosing h according to the position (in the fixed order) of R’ relative to 
P’ and Q’, we find a triad of fAh that includes (P’, i) a.nd (Q’, i); trans- 
forming by St, we find a triad off Iht , with the given t, that contains the 
given pair. 
Or, given a pair {(P, i), (Q, i + l)} and a t, we again use s;’ to get {(P’, i), 
(Q’, i + l)}. If P’ and Q’ are distinct, we go on as before, except that h 
depends on the position of Q’ relative to P’ and R’. If P’ and Q’ coincide, 
(P’, i) and (Q’, i + i) are in a triad of z, and (P, i) and (Q, i + 1) in a triad 
of Ztj . In any case, we have a triad of Ft. 
Similarly, for a given t, we can find a triad of Gt that contains any given 
pair chosen from V x F. Instead of ST’, we transform the given pair by 
OiP. 
If we are given a pair {(P, i), (Q, )} i an d some u in U, we know that there is 
just one triad of C, , and accordingly just one of H,, , that contains the given 
pair. Finally, given a pair {(P, i), (Q, i + 1)) and a U, we transform the given 
pair by r;l’ into {(P’, i), (Q’, i + l)}. We then find a unique t of T, and a 
unique P” of V, such that st(P”, i) is (P’, i) and st(Pn, i + 1) is (Q’, i + 1). 
Namely, if i = 0, t is determined as taking P’ to Q’, and P” is P. If i = 1, t 
again takes P’ to Q’, and P” is t-lP’. If i = 2, it is t-z that takes P’ to Q’ 
(and this, as before, determines t), while P” is Q’. And so the given pair is 
contained in one triad of zt,, for the given u. 
We have thus partitioned the complete 3-design into 2-designs, each of these 
being the union of some subset of &‘I) which was required to be done. 
PROBLEM 3. Given a transitive and resolvable 2-design of order v: to con- 
struct a 2-design of order 3v which is transitive and resolvable. 
Solution. Consider how, for instance, the 2-design Fj was arrived at in 
Problem 2. All we needed, as far as the construction of Fj was concerned, 
was the transitive and resolvable 2-design D. We can see that Fj , as a set of 
triads, is invariant under the sharply transitive group T x C3: and, on the 
other hand, F, has been constructed as a union of l-designs. 
PROBLEM 4. Given a number q which is a prime power of the form 6t + 1: 
to construct a 2-design of order 3q which is transitive and resolvable. 
Solution. This problem has implicitly been solved by Ray-Chaudhuri and 
Wilson [5, Theorem 51. They use a group of permutations, sharply transitive 
on 3q objects, to construct a 2-design which in fact is invariant under the 
group; and then they set up a resolution of this 2-design into l-designs. 
PROBLEM 5. To construct a double resolution of the complete 3-design of 
order 3”m, where m is 5 or 25 or 43, and n > 1. 
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Solution. Considering this problem together with that of constructing a 
transitive and resolvable 2-design of the same order, we have seen (Problems 1, 
2, 3) that both problems can be solved for 3r.1 when both have been solved 
for U. Accordingly, we have only to refer to solutions of the two problems for 
orders 15, 75, and 129. The existence of a transitive and resolvable 2-design 
of order 15 was mentioned above (just after the definition), and a double 
resolution is specified in [2]. For orders 75 and 129, the double resolutions are 
in [3], and the other constructions are particular cases of Problem 4. 
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